
 Chalk all 3 canvases just around the edge with 
Blue Moon Powder Puff Chalk Ink.  Fold large 
tag top in half and glue to top of top canvas. 
Add 8”  of plain blue ribbon to tag top.  From 
6x12” paper, cut (2) 5.5x5.5 pieces and get the 
3rd 5.5x5.5 piece from diecut.  Chalk edges 
and adhere to all 3 canvases in the center.  
Chalk chipboard diecuts and add ribbons and 
vellum to project as shown in photo.  Add blue 
diecut flower to center of both large white 
flowers.  Tie 7” piece of blue check ribbon 
around one of the flowers. 

Add vellum circle behind one of the flowers 
and add small chipboard scroll to front.  Place 
the other white flower into your trimmer and 
score about 1/3 of the flower.  The trimmer will 
not cut all the way through so cut it the rest of 
the way with scissors.  Add the 1/3 part to the 
top canvas on the right edge.  Lay the remain-
ing piece of the flower at the bottom corner 
and then turn canvas over and draw a line 
against the canvas onto the flower back so you 
will know  where to cut the rest of the flower to 
fit at the bottom corner.  Use trimmer and 
scissors again to cut the flower.  

With leftover diecut circles, cut freehand, tiny 
hearts to put in centers of blue silk flowers.  Tear 
out the words “Always & Forever”, making sure 
you leave the ends of vellum long enough to 
wrap them around to the back of each tag and 
adhere.  Add ribbons as shown and adhere 
everything in place.  You will connect the 
canvases together with the 2 remaining 5.5x2” 
strips. Add strong glue along the long edges of 
the strips and lay them on the table.  Lay 
canvases on so you can see about 1/2” of the 
blue paper in between and behind the canvases.  
Add the scalloped edge to the bottom back of 
the bottom canvas.

Cherish these Moments  Three Panel
Cut ribbons to these sizes:
Blue gingham: 3”, 5”, 6”, 7”
Green gingham:  3-4” &1-6”
Blue grosgrain: 2-8”


